CASESTUDY

Relevant and Personalized
Search Results using
SearchSpring

About the Client
A leader in the global apparel industry oﬀers more
than 800 styles, ranging from blank team uniforms
to corporate apparel.
This steady focus on reaching its full potential
has helped the client to build a reputation
for industry-leading customer service,
excellent inventory availability, and
unmatched product quality.
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USE CASE
A USA-based provider of
apparel wanted to
improve the overall
search experience.

CHALLENGES
The client had a
challenge to reduce the
indexing process time
and improve the search
relevancy.

Business Challenges
1

The Client’s eCommerce site was using SOLR
search in which indexing process was time
consuming.

2

The client was not getting proper search results
and was facing search relevancy issues.

3

Code changes were required for complex
search rules.

4

Time consuming to troubleshoot issues and
perform Solr re-index

Our Approach
Taking into consideration the client’s challenges
and considering the best solution in the market
which can overcome the challenges, Royal Cyber
used OOTB SearchSpring capabilities and
integrated it with eCommerce platform to oﬀer
an unbelievable experience that increased sales
and kept client’s customers coming back.
1

Replaced SOLR search completely with
SearchSpring in eCommerce platform.

2

Leveraged OOTB SearchSpring capabilities
and integrated it with eCommerce platform.

3

Optimized the indexing process which is much
faster now with SearchSpring integration.

4

Helped business users understand the
SearchSpring functionalities which allow them
to easily conﬁgure search rules, relevancy and
run campaign in SearchSpring.

5

Integration with Google Analytics which helped
rank the products accordingly in search page
based on the search term.

6

Moreover, IntelliSuggest (AI) of SearchSpring
shows recommended products based on the
items added in the cart by the customer.

7

The client can easily create, schedule and
deploy custom search results, navigation and
landing pages

8

Rules based merchandizing that allows the
client to boost groups of products based on
the goals such as margins, sales etc.
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SOLUTION
Royal Cyber used OOTB
SearchSpring capabilities
and integrated it with
eCommerce to provide a
better search experience
to the users.

Business Insights
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Merchandizing Campaigns

Blak Shirt

SpringSearch take advantage of
Its typo awareness and NLP
Algorithms to provide the
correct search results.
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Boost High Margin Product

Promote Low Inventory

Sell the product that matter to
you.
Organize and rank your
product results based on
rules that align with your
business goals.
Boost best-selling products

Search relevancy Matters
Thanks to SearchSpring

Higher Sales
(+13%) in One Month

Reduction in Call Center
Volumes (-10%) after
Three Months

Higher Conversion
Rate (+15%) after
Three Months

About Royal Cyber:
Simplifying IT for Customers & Partners
Royal Cyber Inc. Headquartered in Naperville, IL is a leading software
organization that provides services ranging from application development
and deployment to training and consultancy. We commenced the
operations in the year 2002 as a specialized Technology provider striding in
as a software deployment service provider, assisting clients to meet the
standards and demands of doing business in the rapidly changing
marketplace. Today we stand tall as a One Stop Shop for all your IT needs.
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